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Frederick William Dame 

(Exercising freedom of speech … as long as it still exists.) 

 

Just Thinking 

 

Number 132 

*** 

 

JT:  Spontaneous thought:  Muslims can never be patriotic.  Normally, nations have 

patriots who are proud of their country and who will defend it against aggressors.  

Muslims are aggressors who ignite and conduct holy wars, not patriotic wars. 

*** 

 

The American journalist David B. Brooks claims that Barack Hussein Obama “has run 

an amazingly scandal-free administration, not only he himself, but the people around 

him. He’s chosen people who have been pretty scandal-free. And so there are 

people in Washington who do set a standard of integrity, who do seem to attract 

people of quality. And I think that’s probably true of the current group.” 

(http://newsbusters.org/blogs/tom-blumer/2015/05/31/david-brooks-obama-has-run-

amazingly-scandal-free-administration)  

 

JT:  The fact that a Barack Hussein Obama regime exists is a scandal.  David B. 

Brooks' statement is an absurdity of absurdities and another scandal.  Here are a few 

other absurdities that Mr. Brooks would surely agree with: 

- Barack Hussein Obama is the most honest president America has ever had. 

- Barack Hussein Obama never lies. 

- Barack Hussein is 100 percent natural-born citizen. 

- Michelle Obama is the most gracious and elegant First Lady America has ever 

had. 

- Michelle Obama is the thriftiest First Lady in history. 

- Michelle Obama is the most beautiful Mx. on earth. 

*** 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=clbEPzWd_Ig&feature=youtu.be 

 

JT:  LOL, LOL, LOL, LOL, LOL, LOL, LOL, LOL, LOL, LOL, LOL, LOL, LOL, LOL!!! 

*** 

 

JT:  Secretary of State John Kerry had a bicycle accident in Switzerland and had to 

be flown back to the United States.  (Because the Swiss don't have Obamacare?) 

Suffering from a broken leg, Kerry will recuperate peacefully.  That should be 

qualification enough for him to receive the Nobel Peace Prize 2015. 

*** 
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Source:  http://cdn.themetapicture.com/pic/images/2015/06/01/funny-presidential-candidate-response-weekend.jpg. 

 

JT:  Methinks it is easy to prove which presidential candidate said this. …  Well … do 

you give up?  The answer:  ALL OF THEM!!! 

*** 

 

JT:  Spontaneous Thought:  Barack Hussein Obama!!!  What have you done for 

America?  Nothing!  Zilch!  Zero! which is what your true political name is:  ZERO!  

You have betrayed America's heritage! 

You have betrayed America's culture! 

You have betrayed America's patriots. 

You are a disastrous ZERO! 

*** 

 

JT:  So … Martin O'Malley is a new DemocRAT candidate for the presidency.  It 

seems to me that the DemocRATS are zilches supporting zilches. 
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Source:  via a faithful reader who commented 

"A pair of left wings, no breasts and two oversized club thighs." 

*** 

 

 
 

Source:  http://iotwreport.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/lunch.jpg 

 

JT:  That's how she looks after lunch.  There was no room for how she looks after 

dinner. 

*** 

 

http://cdn.themetapicture.com/pic/images/2015/06/02/funny-gif-parrot-teeth-kid.gif 

 

JT:  The newest development as a result of ObamaCare. 

*** 
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At http://abcnews.go.com/US/flight-attendant-disciplined-muslim-woman-faced-

discrimination-flight/story?id=31505200 we read and view a Muslim woman claiming 

that she was discriminated against on a flight from Chicago to Washington because 

that “a United attendant on the flight from Chicago to Washington on Friday [May 29] 

refused to give her an unopened can of coke, allegedly telling her it could be used ‘as 

a weapon.’ ‘The flight attendant brought over an open can of diet soda, so I 

requested, for hygienic reasons, a closed can of diet soda,’ Tahera Ahmad, a 

chaplain at Northwestern University, told ABC’s Chicago station WLS on Sunday 

[May 31]. ‘And so she said, ‘Well, no one has consumed from this can.’ And I said, 

‘That’s fine but I would really prefer for hygienic reasons and health concerns.’ …She 

said, ‘Well, it is against our policy to give people unopened canned beverages.’" 

 

According to a passenger on the flight this is realy what happened:  “I was actually on 

this flight on Friday evening from ORD to DCA. …I was sitting close enough to her to 

hear everything that was said. The flight attendant came up to the lady (I believe she 

even took her order first in the entire cabin as she was seated in the bulkhead 7d) 

and took her order. She ordered a coke zero and a hot green tea with a Splenda. The 

flight attendant [FA] handed her a full diet coke [rather than a Coke Zero] with a cup 

on top and then told her that the green tea would take a few minutes and she would 

get it to her ASAP. The lady [Ahmad] said very rudely and condescending[ly] to the 

FA that she ordered a coke zero and basically pushed the soda back to the flight 

attendant. The FA said she was sorry and attempted to find a coke zero for her 

(which she did not have many of) and told her that she could only give her a portion 

of the can not the full can. This is when the lady in question started to freak out and 

told the FA ‘What do you think I will use this as a weapon?! Why can’t I have the 

whole can? I think you are discriminating against me. I need your name…’ The lady 

just kept yelling to her ‘I need your name… I am being discriminated against.’ This is 

when a few passengers told her to calm down and one guy told her to ‘shut her 

mouth and she is being ridiculous over a can of coke.’ No one ever said anything 

anti-Muslim to her at all. She was the one who started screaming discrimination when 

she did not get what she wanted. The FA asked her numerous times if she would like 

anything else when the lady just basically pushed her away with a hand in her face. 

The lady then got onto her phone with her credit card and paid for the internet so she 

could start spinning this story on social media and she was never in tears. This 

person is a liar plain and simple and is just pulling the discrimination card.” 

(http://www.bizpacreview.com/2015/06/07/muslim-womans-tale-of-airlines-diet-coke-

discrimination-is-a-lie-frequent-flyer-blogger-claims-211476  

 

http://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2015/06/fake-hate-cair-activist-lied-made-up-diet-

coke-abuse-story/  

 

http://www.flyertalk.com/forum/24902619-post222.html)  
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JT:  The flight attendant was disciplined (She was fired from her job!") for doing her 

job correctly.  Moreover, the Muslim woman Tahera Ahmad  

 
Source:  http://a.abcnews.com/images/US/ABC_tahera_ahma_jtm_150601_16x9_992.jpg 

 

is far from being a perfect Muslim who lives according to the rules established by 

Muhammad because Coke is haram (taboo) and pigs are production-associated with 

Coca Cola, regardless of whether is Coke Zero of Diet Coke.  According to 

http://www.ummah.com/forum/showthread.php?95627-Pig-Products-In-Pepsi-And-

Coke "the head of Delhi University's Science and Technology Center, Dr. 

Mangoshada scientifically proved that the key element in Pepsi and Cola contains 

extract from the intestines of Pig which causes cancer and other deadly diseases. 

The Indian university conducted tests on the impact of drinking Pepsi and Coca Cola 

which proved that drinking them lead to more rapid heart rate and low pressure. Also 

drinking 6 bottles of Pepsi or Cola at a time causes instant death. It also contains 

chemicals such as carbonic and phosphoric acids, citric acid which harms teeth and 

causes bone fragility. Bones kept in the Cup of Pepsi melts during the week knowing 

that the bones of the dead remain in the grave for thirty years. Research itself 

confirmed that the calcium dissolved in Pepsi weakens the bladder, kidneys, kills the 

pancreas, and leads to diabetes and infectious diseases. 

 

Tahera Ahmad!  Your behavior is a shitstain on your cult!  May the fleas of 1000 

camels infest your armpits!  Tahera Ahmad is an impure Muslim!  (Of course, it could 

be argued that if one is Muslim, one is certainly impure!!!)  Tahera Ahmad should be 

disciplined and Tahera Ahmad should apologize to all Muslims in the Ummah for 

Tahera Ahmad's actions.  Tahera Ahmad is not emulating Muhammad, unless we 

consider Tahera Ahmad's actions comparable to one of Muhammad's epileptic 

incidences, which took place every time he said that he was communicating with 

Allah.  Indeed, Tahera Ahmad is a spoiled brat supporting the savage Koran and 

Sharia law.  I suggest Tahera Ahmad undergo intense psychological treatment to 

learn how to behave. 

*** 

 

JT: Spontaneous thought: 

The explanation of why Palestinian Arabs will never agree to a 

peaceful coexistence with Israel is because Sharia law forbids such 

coexistence. 
*** 
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JT:  If POLDS (Progressives, Obots, Liberals, Dumbed-downers, 

Socialists/Communists) are allowed to have a continuing controlling influence over 

education programs in the United States, kindergarten pupils will be taught to say, 

"My mother is a man and my father is a woman.  I want to be like my father, who is 

really a woman." or "I want to be like my mother, who is really a man."  The 

progressive grandparents (who I believe are a man and a woman or a woman and a 

man) will quip:  Don't children say the cutest things?! 

*** 

 

JT:  Documented reality:  When Muslims torture Jews they call it a game.  (Robert 

Satloff, Among the Righteous:  Lost Stories from the Holocaust's Long Reach into 

Arab Lands in Public Affairs, New York, 2006, p. 82.) 

*** 

 

The article http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2015/jun/3/inside-the-ring-muslim-

brotherhood-has-obamas-secr/ we read that Obama is secretly backing the Muslim 

Brotherhood.  Presidential Study Directive-11, or PSD-11 "outlines why the 

administration has chosen the Muslim Brotherhood, which last year was labeled a 

terrorist organization by the governments of Saudi Arabia, Egypt and the United Arab 

Emirates as a key vehicle of U.S. backing for so-called political reform in the Middle 

East. Saudi Arabia in recent months appears to be moderating its opposition to the 

Brotherhood in a bid to gain more regional support against pro-Iran rebels in Yemen. 

The UAE government also has labeled two U.S. affiliates of the Muslim Brotherhood, 

the Council on American-Islamic Relations and the Muslim American Society, as 

terrorist support groups. Both groups denied the UAE claims.  

 
JT:  Methinks there is no such organization as the Muslim Brotherhood.  It's called 

the Muslim Transgenderhood. 

*** 

 

The following is one of the latest emails from the DNC War Room 
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BUT IT'S TRUE 

 
http://my.democrats.org/Do-Your-Job 

JT:  I think such blockage of circuit judge nominees is great.  But I don't think Mitch 

McConnell should go about advertising the goal and giving Obama a clue as to the 

future of circuit court judge nominees under Obama according to the GOP senators.  

It's like saying, I'm going to help out you Democrats and tell you what I'm going to do 

before I do it so you'll have time to take appropriate action and propaganda against 

me.  That's how McConnell functions.  It's important that he's in the news! 

*** 

Obama: “I am the closest thing to a Jew that has ever sat in this office,” 

 

JT:  Methinks that Obama is the closest thing to puke, which is many levels above 

him, that has ever sat in the Oval Office. 

*** 

 

 
Source:  http://iotwreport.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/obama-mad-.jpg. 

 

JT:  Seriously.  Would you buy a used car from this DemocRAT? 

*** 
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JT:  Spontaneous thought from http://iotwreport.com/?p=288615 and re-edited by JT.   

 

Life is full of questions.  DemocRATS, like idiots, have all the answers. 

*** 

 

JT:  Another spontaneous thought!  Read the information at these links. 

http://nocamels.com/2015/06/drug-cocktail-immunotherapy-shrinks-cancerous-

tumors/?utm_source=activetrail&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=nc3/06/15  

 

New Israeli Cancer Vaccine Triggers Response In 90% Of Cancer Types 

 

Israeli Researchers Create ‘Trojan Horse’ Of Chemotherapy 

 

Think about this:  While Israeli researchers are discovering a cure for cancer and 

making it available for humankind, Muslims continue and will continue their goal of 

killing Jews and non-believers.  That's the difference between good and evil. 

*** 

 

American Pharaoh, which was wrongly spelled Pharoah, wins the Belmont Stakes, 

prompting former Obama advisor Dan Pfeiffer to tweet, “Another accomplishment—

Obama first President to have a Triple Crown winner since Carter.”  

(http://twitchy.com/2015/06/06/former-presidential-senior-adviser-american-

pharoahs-win-another-of-obamas-accomplishments/)  

 

JT:  Don Fredrick of The Complete Obama Timeline comments "Absurd as Pfeiffer’s 

comment may seem, there is, in fact, a connection between a race horse and a 

horse’s ass."  (I wish I had said that!!!)  Moreover, the horse's ass didn't realize that 

the horse's name was spelled wrong. 

*** 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pR4N-oZaBNU 
 
JT:  Rejoice with them! 

*** 
 

WND.com reports that “the U.S. Agency for International Development, or USAID” is 

spending “$36.1 million over the next five years to ‘increase economic growth and job 

creation in Jordan’s tourism sector.’”  (http://www.wnd.com/2015/06/obama-dumps-

millions-into-lebanons-tourism/)  (Don Fredrick of The Complete Obama Timeline 

notes, "Although $36.1 million is only a tiny portion of the federal government’s 

almost $4 trillion in annual spending, it is not clear why American taxpayers should 

be paying anything to help Jordan’s tourism industry.) 

 

JT:  Methinks the reason is because Obama supports all kinds of Muslims over 

Americans.  He wants this action to be part of his legacy. 
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Source:  http://iotwreport.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/RUBIO.jpg. 
 
JT:  I'm so glad that Americans have such honest, moral, ethical, non-evil doers, 
socialists-communists, liberals, progressives leading them to successes that 
America's Founding Fathers did not envision. 

*** 
 

 
Source:  Davidicke.com via https://seeker401.files.wordpress.com/2015/05/cehgp53w8aanxzn.jpg?w=497&h=280. 

 
JT:  Al Gore couldn't have formulated the "facts" better! 

*** 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l2XLHyUWT94 
 
JT:  Now we should all be happy that Obama is so peaceful and has never involved 
America in Libya, Syria, Egypt, or anywhere.  GOD BLESS AMERICA and send 
Obama back to where he came from. 

*** 
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At FrontPageMag.com (http://www.frontpagemag.com/2015/dgreenfield/how-islam-
in-america-became-a-privileged-religion/) Daniel Greenfield writes an excellent 
explanation of Islam.  It deserves to be quoted entirely. 

“What is Islam? The obvious dictionary definition answer is that it’s a religion, but legally 

speaking it actually enjoys all of the advantages of race, religion and culture with none of the 

disadvantages. 

Islam is a religion when mandating that employers accommodate the hijab, but when it comes 

time to bring it into the schools, places that are legally hostile to religion, American students 

are taught about Islam, visit mosques and even wear burkas and recite Islamic prayers to learn 

about another culture. Criticism of Islam is denounced as racist even though the one thing that 

Islam clearly isn’t is a race. 

Islamist organizations have figured out how lock in every advantage of race, religion and 

culture, while expeditiously shifting from one to the other to avoid any of the disadvantages. 

The biggest form of Muslim privilege has been to racialize Islam. The racialization of Islam 

has locked in all the advantages of racial status for a group that has no common race, only a 

common ideology. 

Islam is the only religion that cannot be criticized. No other religion has a term in wide use 

that treats criticism of it as bigotry. Islamophobia is a unique term because it equates dislike 

of a religion with racism. Its usage makes it impossible to criticize that religion without being 

accused of bigotry. 

By equating religion with race, Islam is treated not as a particular set of beliefs expressed in 

behaviors both good and bad, but as an innate trait that like race cannot be criticized without 

attacking the existence of an entire people. The idea that Islamic violence stems from its 

beliefs is denounced as racist. 

Muslims are treated as a racial collective rather than a group that shares a set of views about 

the world. 

That has made it impossible for the left to deal with ex-Muslims like Ayaan Hirsi Ali or non-

Muslims from Muslim families like Salman Rushdie. If Islam is more like skin color than an 

ideology, then ex-Muslims, like ex-Blacks, cannot and should not exist. Under such 

conditions, atheism is not a debate, but a hate crime. Challenging Islam does not question a 

creed; it attacks the existence of an entire people. 

Muslim atheists, unlike all other atheists, are treated as race traitors both by Muslims and 

leftists. The left has accepted the Brotherhood’s premise that the only authentic Middle 

Easterner is a Muslim (not a Christian or a Jew) and that the only authentic Muslim is a 

Salafist (even if they don’t know the word). 

The racialization of Islam has turned blasphemy prosecutions into an act of tolerance while 

making a cartoon of a religious figure racist even when it is drawn by ex-Muslims like Bosch 

Fawstin. The New York Times will run photos of Chris Ofili’s “The Holy Virgin Mary” 

covered in dung and pornography, but refuses to run Mohammed cartoons because it deems 

one anti-religious and the other racist. 
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The equating of Islam with Arabs and Pakistanis has made it nearly impossible for the media 

to discuss violence against Christians in those parts of the world. The racialization of Islam 

has made Arab Christians, like Bangladeshi atheists, a contradiction in terms. The ethnic 

cleansing of the Yazidi could only be covered by giving them a clearly defined separate 

identity. Middle Eastern Christians are increasingly moving to avoid being categorized as 

Arabs because it is the only way to break through this wall of ignorance. 

While racialization is the biggest Muslim privilege, race provides no protection for many 

Islamic religious practices. Muslims then seek religious discrimination laws to protect these 

practices even if it’s often a matter of debate whether their lawsuits protect their religious 

practices or impose them on others. 

Islam is a theocracy. When it leaves the territories conquered by Islam, it seeks to replicate 

that theocracy through violence and by adapting the legal codes of the host society to suit its 

purposes. 

Islamic blasphemy laws are duplicated using hate crime laws. Employers are obligated to 

make religious concessions to Muslim employees because of laws protecting religious 

practices, but many of these practices, such as refusing to carry out jobs involving pork, liquor 

or Seeing Eye dogs, are really ways of theocratically forcing behaviors that Islam forbids out 

of public life much as Saudi Arabia or Iran do. 

Accusations of bigotry are used to outlaw ideas that Islam finds blasphemous and religious 

protection laws are used to banish behaviors that it disapproves of. By switching from race to 

religion and back again, Islamists construct a virtual theocracy by exploiting laws designed to 

protect different types of groups. 

Religions in America traded theocracy for religious freedom. They gave up being able to 

impose their practices on others in exchange for being able to freely practice their own 

religions. Islam rejects religious freedom. It exploits it to remove the freedom of belief and 

practice of others. When it cannot do so through religious protection laws, it does so through 

claims of bigotry. 

Religions were not meant to be immunized from blasphemy because that is theocracy. Instead 

religions are protected from restrictions, rather than from criticism. Islam insists on being 

protected from both. It makes no concessions to the freedom of others while demanding 

maximum religious accommodation. 

While race and religion are used to create negative spaces in which Islam cannot be 

challenged, the creed is promoted positively as a culture. Presenting Islam as a culture allows 

it easier entry into schools and cultural institutions. Islamic missionary activity uses the 

Western longing for oriental exotica that its political activists loudly decry to inject it into 

secular spaces that would ordinarily be hostile to organized religion. 

Leftists prefer to see Islam as a culture rather than a religion. Their worldview is not open to 

Islam’s clumsy photocopy of the deity that they have already rejected in their own watered 

down versions of Christianity and Judaism. But they are constantly seeking an aimless and 

undefined spirituality in non-Western cultures that they imagine are free of the materialism 

and hypocrisy of Western culture. 
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Viewing Islam as a culture allows the left to project its own ideology on a blank slate. That is 

why liberals remain passionately convinced that Islam is a religion of social justice. Their 

Islam is a mirror that reflects back their own views and ideas at them. They pretend to respect 

Islam as a culture without bothering to do any more than learn a few words and names so that 

they can seem like world travelers. 

By morphing into a culture, Islam sheds its content and becomes a style, a form of dress, a 

drape of cloth, a style of beard, a curvature of script and a whiff of spices. It avoids 

uncomfortable questions about what the Koran actually says and instead sells the religion as a 

meaningful lifestyle. This approach has always had a great deal of appeal for African-

Americans who were cut off from their own heritage through Islamic slavery, but it also 

enjoys success with white upper class college students. 

The parents of those students often learn too late that Islam is not just another interchangeable 

monotheistic religion, that its mosques are not places where earnest grad students lecture 

elderly congregants about social justice and that its laws are not reducible to the importance of 

being nice to others. 

Like a magician using misdirection, these transformations from religion to race, from race to 

culture and from culture to religion, distract Americans from asking what Islam really 

believes. By combining race, religion and culture, it replicates the building blocks of its 

theocracy within our legal and social spaces. 

Separately each of these has its advantages and disadvantages. By combining them, Islam 

gains the advantages of all three, and by moving from one to the other, it escapes all of the 

disadvantages. The task of its critics is to deracialize Islam, to reduce it to an ideology and to 

ask what it really believes. 

Islam is a privileged religion. And there’s a word for that. Theocracy. 

JT:  I agree with Daniel Greenfield except regarding the terminology that Islam is a religion.  

Islam is not a religion.  Islam is a cult.  Islam is an evil cult.  Appeasement, kowtowing, and 

apologizing to Islam and Muslims must stop! 

 

A good starting point to stop licking the derrière of Muhammad and Islam is to realize 

the true classification of Islam. Based on academic studies of Islam, one must 

conclude that Islam is a CULT, indeed, a CULT OF THE PERSONALITY. Everything 

in Islam concerns the epileptic, illiterate, psychopath Muhammad. 

 

Islam should never be called a religion. ISLAM IS A CULT!!! 

Islam is not peaceful.  ISLAM IS WAR!!! 

 

Islam is not tolerant.  ISLAM IS INTOLERANT!!! 

 

Read the Sunnah of Muhammad and the Koran which was dictated by Muhammad 

whenever he needed justification for what he was undertaking.1  You will truly know 

                                                           
1
 The Sunnah means the way Muslims must lead their lives based on the teachings and behavior of 

Muhammad and the interpretations of what he personally dictated in the Koran. 
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that evil comes from Muhammad.  For example, mass murder is blessed. Here are 

other Muhammad-holy teachings that Muslims must follow: 

 

1. "It is not for any Prophet to have captives until he hath made 

slaughter in the land."2 

 

2. "Fight everyone in the way of Allah and kill those who disbelieve in 

Allah."3  

 

3. "I have been given the command to fight. … Permission is given to 

those fought against (those who are followers of Muhammad) 

because they have been wronged; and surely Allah is able to give 

them victory."4 

 

4. "So when you meet those who disbelieve [in battle], strike [their] 

necks until, when you have inflicted slaughter upon them, then 

secure their bonds, and either [confer] favor afterwards or ransom 

[them] until the war lays down its burdens. That [is the command]. 

And if Allah had willed, He could have taken vengeance upon them 

[Himself], but [He ordered armed struggle] to test some of you by 

means of others. And those who are killed in the cause of Allah – 

never will He waste their deeds.  He will guide them and set right 

their state.  And admit them to Paradise which He has made known 

to them."5  

 

5. "Whosoever of the Jews falls into your hands, kill him."6 

 

6. Muhammad set the example of killing his critics. Muhammad gave 

the personal warning that anyone who insults him "shall be put to 

death"7 

 

7. "Kill! Kill!"8  "O Conqueror, kill, kill!"9 
                                                           
2
 Muhammad Ibn Ishaq, The Life of Muhammad, translated by Alfred Guillaume, Oxford University 

Press, Oxford, England:  2006, p. 306. 
 
3
 Ibid., p. 672. 

 
4
 Koran, 22:39.; Abu al-Fida Ismail Ibn Kathir, Tafsir Ibn Kathir, Darussalam Publishers & Distributors, 

Riyadh, Saudi Arabia:  2000, volume 6, pp. 582-583. 
 
5
 Koran 47:4-6.  Battle as regarded by jihadists is constant until the entire world becomes Islamic. 

 
6
 Abu Jafar Muhammad Jarir, Al-Tabari, The Foundations of the Community, translated by M. V. 

McDonald, annotated by W. Montgomery, State University of New York Press, Albany, New York:  

1987, vol. 7, p. 97. 
7
 Abu Abdullah Ibn Omar ibn Waqid al-Aslami, The Life of Muhammad, translated by Rizwi Faizer and 

Abdul Kader Tyob, Routledge, New York:  2011, p. 96. 
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8. "Fight and kill the disbelievers wherever you find them, take them 

captive, harass them, lie in wait and ambush them using every 

stratagem of war."10 

 

9. Muhammad was the originator of the Final Solution – the killing of 

the Jews.11 

 

10. "I have been made victorious with terror (cast into the hearts of the 

enemy.)"12 

 

This is peaceful and tolerant Muhammad!!! 

 

This is the peaceful and tolerant Koran!!! 

 

This is peaceful and tolerant Islam!!!   

 

The bottom line is that Muhammad with the Koran as his blueprint should be charged 

with crimes against humanity encompassing apartheid, deportation, deprivation of 

personal liberty, enforced pregnancy, enforced prostitution, enforced sterilization, 

enslavement, ethnic cleansing, extermination of peoples, forced disappearance of 

persons, murder and mass murder, political persecution, racial discrimination, rape, 

sexual slavery, sexual violence against men and women, bestiality, and torture, to 

name only a few.13 

 

The threat of Islam is with us every day.  It is time that the free world combat Islam by 

exposing Muhammad and Islam with the truths from the sources surrounding 

Muhammad and the Koran. 

 

One cannot slander Muhammad.  Muhammad with his actions has slandered himself!   

 

One cannot slander the Koran.  The Koran with its statements against humanity 

made by a psychopath slanders itself! 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
8
 Ibid., p. 128. 

 
9
 Ibid., p. 199. 

 
10

 Koran 9:5. 
 
11

 Ibid., p. 252; Muhammad Ibn Ishaq, The Life of Muhammad, translated by Alfred Guillaume, Oxford 
University Press, Oxford, England:  2006, p. 752, particularly note 580; 
http://wikiislam.net/wiki/The_Genocide_of_Banu_Qurayza. 
 
12

 Muhammad Al-Bukhari, Sahih Al-Bukhari, translated by M. M. Khan, Darussalam, Riyadh, Saudi 
Arabia: 1997, number 2977. 
 
13

 Refer to http://www.preventgenocide.org/lasw/icc/statute/part-a.htm#2.  
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One cannot slander Islam.  Islam slanders itself by claiming that it is the word of God, 
and thereby it also slanders God! 

One final point to be made is that whoever says that there is a radical Islam 
insinuates that there is also a peaceful Islam.  Never forget the following truths: 

THERE IS NO PEACEFUL ISLAM! 

ISLAM WAS FROM THE VERY BEGINNING VIOLENCE AND TERROR. 

THROUGHOUT HISTORY ISLAM HAS ALWAYS BEEN VIOLENCE AND TERROR. 

ISLAM WILL ALWAYS BE VIOLENCE AND TERROR. 

Pray for the souls of the victims of Islam in the past, the present, and the future. 

The above truth may be provoking, but truth, indeed, provoking truth sets us free. 

*** 
 
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3114797/Woman-stubs-lit-cigarette-TV-

reporter-s-FACE-appearing-court-supporting-alleged-murderer-friend.html 

 

JT:  The stubbing woman is probably an Australian progressive DemocRAT. 

*** 

 

 
Source:  http://iotwreport.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/unnamed-21.jpg 
 
JT:  Methinks the glass is not a glass but a quadrilateral.  LOL!   LOL!   LOL! 

*** 
 
http://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2015/06/us_embassy_moves_fourth_of_july_c
elebration_to_june_4_out_of_respect_for_ramadan.html#ixzz3cOxDBdbg 
 
JT:  To Hades with Ramadan!  Give us Americans our legal national holidays back 
regardless of where they are/will be celebrated. 
 
JT:  Here are some peaceful and tolerant accomplishments of Islam during the 

writing of Just Thinking 132.  From http://www.thereligionofpeace.com/.  They were all 

accomplished with the silent approval of Barack Hussein Obama. 
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Date Country City Killed Injured Description 

2015.06.07 Pakistan Quetta 5 0 
Five people are shot to death in Sunni raids on 
two tea shops belonging to the Hazara 
religious minority.  

2015.06.07 Nigeria Maiduguri 16 24 Boko Haram bombers turn an outdoor market 
into a mass of blood and body parts.  

2015.06.06 Somalia Wajir 3 0 An Islamist opens fire on a group of people, 
killing three - including a woman.  

2015.06.06 Philippines Maluso 1 0 A man is captured and beheaded by Abu 
Sayyaf.  

2015.06.06 Iraq Balad Ruz 15 37 A suicide car bomber lays out fifteen patrons 
at a restaurant district.  

2015.06.04 Iraq Fallujah 2 0 Two more gay men are thrown from a rooftop 
by the Islamic State.  

2015.06.04 Nigeria Yola 45 40 Two suicide bombers detonate at a packed 
market, slaughtering over forty innocents.  

2015.06.04 Afghanistan Lashkar 
Gah 4 6 A suicide bomber takes out four Afghans.  

2015.06.03 Egypt Giza 2 0 Fundamentalists on motorcycles shoot two 
tourism guards to death near the pyramids.  

2015.06.03 Iraq Nineveh 1 0 A gay man is hung by his feet and then 
dropped from a building by Allah praisers.  

2015.06.02 Nigeria Maiduguri 50 30 
Islamists hide a bomb under a table at a meat 
market that claims the lives of about fifty 
innocents.  

2015.06.02 Afghanistan Herat 1 0 A former translator for the U.S. is tortured and 
killed by Taliban fundamentalists.  

2015.06.02 Syria Deir Ezzor 1 0 A woman is stoned to death for adultery.  

2015.06.02 Nigeria Maiduguri 5 8 A Muslim detonates a suicide vest at an 
abattoir, taking five bystanders with him.  

2015.06.02 Iraq Baghdad 6 13 Mujahideen take out six patrons in mid-bite 
with a car bomb blast outside a restaurant.  

2015.06.02 Iraq Baiji 28 36 Four Holy Warrior suicide bombers slaughter 
twenty-eight Iraqis.  

2015.06.02 Syria Umm al-
Qura 35 0 Thirty-five Syrians are beheaded or otherwise 

executed by ISIS "with help from Allah."  

2015.06.01 Pakistan Tank 7 8 At least seven people bleed out following a 
bombing at party by suspected Islamists.  

2015.06.01 Afghanistan Surkh 
Abad 2 1 A father and son are blown to smithereens by 

a Taliban rocket.  

2015.06.01 Afghanistan Helmand 1 4 A woman is disassembled in her own home by 
a Sunni rocket.  

2015.06.01 Iraq Jadaa 80 0 

A mass grave is discovered containing the 
victims of eighty Yazidi religious minorities 
butchered by the Islamic State, including thirty-
three children and twenty women.  

2015.06.01 Iraq Ramadi 47 63 
A coordinated attack by three ISIS suicide 
bombers leaves forty-seven Iraqi soldiers 
dead.  

2015.06.01 Afghanistan Balkh 11 0 Nine aid workers and two guards are shot to 
death in their compound by religious radicals.  
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2015.06.01 Pakistan Angor 
Adda 2 0 Two people are kidnapped and shot to death 

by Sharia proponents.  

2015.06.01 Syria Mayadin 1 0 A gay man is thrown off a rooftop by the 
Caliphate.  

2015.06.01 Syria Mayadin 4 0 Four young people are executed for apostasy.  

2015.06.01 Iraq Baghdad 10 27 Jihadis murder ten Iraqis in a series of attacks. 

2015.06.01 Pakistan Wana 3 0 An early morning blast claims the lives of three 
election workers.  

2015.06.01 Afghanistan Asmar 1 0 A secular school teacher is shot to death by 
pro-Sharia radicals.  

2015.05.31 Iraq Baghdad 1 0 Video is released of a man being burned alive 
by the Shia militia group, Imam Ali.  

2015.05.31 Thailand Pattani 1 11 Two bomb blasts by Muslim 'separatists' leave 
one dead.  

2015.05.31 Afghanistan Logar 3 4 
A teacher and two students are killed when 
Muslim extremists fire a rocket into a 
government school.  

2015.05.31 Syria Aleppo 12 15 An al-Qaeda linked group sends rockets into a 
neighborhood, killing a dozen residents.  

2015.05.31 Pakistan Kamoke 3 0 
A man and his son are among three election 
workers machine-gunned by the Tehreek-e-
Taliban.  

 

https://vimeo.com/129351910.  Minnesota Muslims want Sharia Law so that they can 

kill Pamela Geller. 

 

“Boston Beheader Plotted Murder of Pamela Geller Who Had Been Condemned by 
His Imam” - See more at: http://pamelageller.com/#sthash.7erGYKE5.dpuf 
 
Christian Post: “America Is Surrendering Freedom of Speech as a ‘Relic of History,’ 
Activist Pam Geller Says After DC Metro Avoids Running Muhammad Cartoon Ads” - 
See more at: http://pamelageller.com/#sthash.7erGYKE5.dpuf. 
 
UK Gives Muslim Just 7 Years for Day-Long Rape of Vulnerable Woman - See more 
at: http://pamelageller.com/#sthash.7erGYKE5.dpuf.  
 
CAIR Leader Ahmad Saleem Arrested in Major Child Sex Trafficking Ring Bust, Sex 
with Children as Young as 10 - See more at: 
http://pamelageller.com/#sthash.7erGYKE5.dpuf.  
 
Muslim cleric: women who wear jeans are to blame for earthquakes, terrorism - See 
more at: http://pamelageller.com/page/2/#sthash.l0VGQiVS.dpuf. 
 
Nine Aid Workers Shot in Their Beds http://pamelageller.com/2015/06/nine-aid-
workers.html/ 
 
Pro-ISIS Muslim threatens to “massacre” Jews in Los Angeles on imageboard - See 
more at: http://pamelageller.com/page/2/#sthash.tPIMYJ1a.dpuf. 
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http://www.frontpagemag.com/2015/raymond-ibrahim/turks-boast-of-historic-
slaughter-and-rape-of-christians/  This is a vivid, historical reminder of Islam's 
peacefulness and tolerance. 
 
http://www.breitbart.com/london/2015/06/08/exclusive-uk-water-park-hosts-muslim-

only-days-with-extremist-linked-group/ 

JT:  Methinks this is a total waste of water.  Muhammad said a Muslim should not 

waste water. "Wudu involves washing exposed body parts with clean water to purify 

oneself before prayer. The Prophet Muhammad urged moderation when using water 

during ablution. He, Himself used a minimal amount of water, using just one Mudd of 

water (the equivalent of 625 ml) when carrying out Wudu and only five Mudds for 

Ghusl (slightly more than 3 litres)." (http://www.waterwise.gov.ae/en/section/how-can-

i-save-water/inside/ablutions#sthash.6at9IbNA.dpuf).  I suspect that is the reason for 

stinking! 

*** 

 

 

 

*** 
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